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Day 6, Sep 4th, China Tour 
This was one of the busiest days!  We begin the day in Tiananmen Square; tour the 

Forbidden City, pay a visit to Beijing Zoo to have a “boo” at the Giant Pandas.  On route 

to the Beijing Airport we make a brief stop at the Olympic Village; and then fly to Xian 

where we stay at the Golden Flower Shangri-La Hotel.  Now some detail.  Just before I 

begin the detail, Lois and I took a “Time Out” and watched the video we purchased >> 

the one taken by the young girl while we were in Beijing.  It was quite good, in fact very 

good!   

Tiananmen Square, according to China promotional material, is the largest Square in 

the World!  According to Wikipedia, it is the 

3rd largest Square in the world.  This pic is 

taken in front of “Chairman Mao Memorial 

Hall”. The Square is actually named after the 

gate Tiananmen Gate (Gate of Heavenly 

Peace) located to its North, separating it from 

the Forbidden City. The Tiananmen Gate to 

the Forbidden City was built in 1415 during 

the Ming Dynasty. Towards the demise of the 

Ming Dynasty, heavy fighting between Li 

Zicheng and the early Qing emperors 

damaged (or perhaps destroyed) the gate. 

The Tian'anmen square was designed and 

 built in 1651, and has since enlarged four times its original size in the 1950s.  

Many celebrations and military reviews are held in the Square.  It is worth noting that no 

mention was said of the Protests of 1989.  You may wish to click on the link to review. 

You will be taken to Wikipedia.  See link below.   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiananmen_Square_protests_of_1989  

With reference to the Forbidden City one hears words such as Imperial Palace, The Hall 

of Heavenly Purity, The Watch Tower, The Bronze Lion, The Bronze Tortoise, The Hall 

of Supreme Harmony just to name a few.  I have posted a descriptive sign below and I 

will include others, as well as the pix, of course.  On page 3, you will find a pic of 

Chairman Mao as well as another descriptive sign.  
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Here is the Slide Show for this part of Day 6: http://photopeach.com/album/vug4n0   

Stan McCormack.  2012 09 26.   

http://photopeach.com/album/vug4n0

